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Abstract
In traditional operating systems, modifying the network
protocol code is a tedious and error-prone task, largely because the networking stack resides in the kernel. For this
reason, among others, many have proposed moving the networking stack to user-level. Unfortunately, implementations
of this design have never entered widespread use due to the
impractical requirements they place on the user: either the
kernel or applications must be modified; or code cannot be
moved seamlessly between the user-level and kernel stacks.
In this paper, we present Alpine, a user-level networking infrastructure free from these drawbacks. Alpine supports a
FreeBSD networking stack on top of a Unix operating system. It is freely available as source code. In this paper, we
discuss the challenges we faced in virtualizing the FreeBSD
networking stack without compromising on kernel, networking stack, and application compatibility. We then show how
Alpine is effective at easing the burden of debugging and
testing protocol modifications or new network protocols. In
our experience, Alpine can reduce the overhead of modifying a protocol from hours to minutes.

1 Introduction
The Internet enables a wide range of applications and supports clients with a wide range of connectivity, from low
bandwidth mobile clients to clients with Gb/sec links; and
yet there two protocols, UDP and TCP, that govern most
of this communication. For this reason, many have proposed modifications and specializations to UDP or TCP to
better serve the needs of applications. A literature search
for proposed modifications quickly returns many results
[3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 13, 16, 18, 20, 23, 25, 28, 30, 31].
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Because the networking stack is traditionally part of the
operating system, most of these modifications were developed and tested on “live” kernels, which has many drawbacks. Moving the networking stack into a user-level library
for development gains the following advantages over developing protocols in the kernel:

 Shortened revise/test cycle. Kernel development includes an additional step in the revise/test cycle: a
system reboot. This inconvenience increases the
turnaround between revisions from a few seconds to a
few minutes.
 Easier debugging. User-level development allows for
easier source-level debugging.
 Improved stability. When developing protocols in a
user-level environment, an unstable stack affects only
the application using it and does not cause a system
crash.
To provide these advantages to protocol developers, we
have created Alpine (Application Level Protocol Infrastructure for Network Experimentation), a publically available
practical tool that moves network protocols into a user-level
library to facilitate development. The key distinction between our system and other user-level networking infrastructures is that we have been unwilling to compromise on
compatibility with either existing application or kernel code.
Once modifications have been developed and tested using
Alpine, they are easily moved back into the kernel because
Alpine and the kernel use the exact same source files. Furthermore, Alpine works with unmodified application binaries and requires no kernel modifications.
In the process of developing Alpine, we identified three
fundamental requirements of virtualizing kernel services to
user-level:

 Virtualization of hardware and kernel routines. Routines normally available to the kernel but are not available in user-space must be simulated. Hardware must

also be virtualized because the actual hardware devices
cannot be accessed from user-level.
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 Synchronization with kernel services. Resources that
are shared between the virtualized service and the kernel must be kept consistent without changing the kernel.
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2 Previous Work
Many have proposed moving some or all of the network
stack’s functionality to user-space. There are essentially
three motivations behind this user-level networking:
1. Improved performance over the kernel’s stack. Work
has been done to design high-speed access to device
hardware for low-latency cluster processing[8, 32]. In
contrast, Alpine is focused on normal applications that
use normal networking APIs.
2. Per-application specialization. Many have shown that
special kernel modifications or downloadable kernel
code make application specialization of the networking stack possible [7, 9, 14, 15, 21, 24, 27, 29, 33].
Alpine supports specialization, but this is not its focus.
Since our design constraints include requiring no kernel
or application modifications, Alpine cannot achieve the
high-performance of many of these systems.
3. Simplified development. Work has also been done to
make kernel development easier. For example, [12] redesigned the kernel from scratch to allow user and kernel modules to be interchanged. Likewise, [17] simplifies development by separating the operating system
kernel into encapsulated components, which can be interchanged or reused. In contrast, we have developed
Alpine for an unmodified legacy operating system with
unmodified application binaries.
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 Transparent integration with applications. The original
semantics of applications that use the virtualized services must be preserved without changing their source
code.
Our implementation section provides a more detailed discussion of how Alpine satisfies each of these requirements.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We first
discuss how our infrastructure relates to previous work and
how it differs. Then we present our design and implementation of Alpine in more detail. We then evaluate Alpine’s
success based on several factors, including performance and
ease-of-use. Finally, we conclude with some comments on
our experience of building this infrastructure and give directions for future work.
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Figure 1: In a traditional network stack, applications interface with
the network through a set of system calls (e.g., socket, bind,
send), and all network processing is performed in the kernel.

While Alpine provides per-application specialization, its primary purpose is to simplify protocol development. Very little work has been done in this area. Alpine is the first userlevel protocol development environment that runs on an unmodified legacy operating system and works with unmodified application binaries. We are focused on delivering an
environment that makes modifying and developing networking protocols easier.
Some of our goals are shared by network simulators,
which offer a convenient way to test an entire network on
a single machine. Unlike Alpine, simulators are very rarely
built using the kernel’s networking stack. An exception to
this is Entrapid [19], which is a simulator that allows a developer to simulate an entire network on a single machine
using a modified FreeBSD networking stack. This system
is intended more for developing higher level protocols because changes made in the modified stack might not be easily moved into the kernel. While a user can use our library
to simulate multiple nodes in a network, Alpine is different
from most network simulators [1, 22] because it is not confined to communicating only within a single machine or a
single simulation environment.

3 Design
Alpine’s primary goal is to be a practical platform for developing network protocols and protocol modifications. This
goal lead us to four related design constraints:

 No kernel changes. Tools that require kernel modifications are difficult to deploy because of the general
apprehension of installing unproven code in the kernel.
Kernel modifications are often not portable to other versions of the same kernel, which limits the accessibility
of tools that require them.

 No networking stack changes. If the networking stack
were altered, then moving protocol modifications back
into the kernel would be difficult because the two stacks
are built from separate source code.
 No administrative oversight. Administrative barriers,
such as requiring an Alpine user to obtain a secondary IP address from their network provider, must
be avoided.
In other words, we require Alpine to integrate transparently
from the kernel, the application, and the programmer’s perspective. This presents the dual challenge of virtualizing access to network and kernel resources while integrating this
virtualized system into the native environment. These constraints limit how applications can interface with Alpine and
how Alpine can interface with the operating system.
In the traditional Unix network design, a user application interfaces to the network through the socket interface.
A socket is a unique communication channel between two
hosts, which allow applications to connect to a remote computer, to send and receive data, and to listen for incoming
connections. The socket API is a collection of system calls
(e.g., connect, sendmsg, recvmsg, and listen). Figure 1 shows that the application interacts with the network
exclusively through the socket API. The socket code calls
into the transport layer (either UDP or TCP), which allows
messages to be transmitted between hosts. After UDP or
TCP has packaged the message, it sends it to the IP layer,
which determines how to route the packet to the destination
computer. After determining the appropriate route, IP sends
the packet to the interface driver, which is responsible for
actually putting the packet on the wire. Each layer includes
additional information with the packet in the form of packet
headers. In this architecture, the message crosses the dividing line between user-space and kernel-space very early (at
the system call layer). This makes debugging the network
stack difficult.
We propose to move this line much lower. In Alpine all
of the packet processing and framing occurs inside of a userlevel networking library. The fully-formed packet (including TCP/IP headers) is sent directly from user-space to the
network interface. In our design, we have moved the barrier between user code and kernel code from the system call
level to the interface driver. As Figure 2 shows, the unmodified socket layer and the TCP/IP layers have been moved
into a library, which is responsible for sending and receiving packets and maintaining state about connections. Ide-
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 No application changes. Requiring application changes
more severely limits the usefulness of a development
tool because each application must be modified. Also,
the developer might be unfamiliar with the application
source code or the application is available only in binary form.
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Figure 2: In Alpine the unmodified networking code is placed
in a user-level library. An application is not modified because it
interfaces with the library using the traditional socket system API.

ally, this library interacts with the interface (e.g., Ethernet
card) directly, but for security reasons, the interface cannot
be accessed without going through the kernel. For this reason, we wrote a software-only interface driver that does not
control a hardware interface, but instead it sends packets using a raw socket and receives them using a packet capture
library1 . This system-independent device is termed a fauxethernet driver because from IP’s perspective, it is identical
to a normal ethernet driver. To prevent the kernel’s networking stack from reacting to packets destined for applications
using Alpine, a firewall is installed that filters out Alpine’s
packets before they reach the kernel’s stack.
At the application interface to the networking stack, we
exported the same networking API as the kernel. This involved writing a pseudo-system call layer that replaced the
traditional networking system calls with our own. We also
provide some support code that emulates kernel functions
upon which the networking stack relies. These mostly include synchronization functions and functions manipulating
kernel data structures.
The following section discusses this design in more detail
and attempts to classify the challenges we met when implementing Alpine.

1 Using raw sockets and the packet capture library requires root privileges, but this is seen as only a minor inconvenience since modifying the
kernel also requires root access. In section 6, we propose a solution to this
shortcoming.

4 Implementation
We now discuss the implementation challenges of virtualizing network protocols with the design constraint that the
kernel, the applications, and the networking stack remain unmodified. All of these challenges are either challenges in virtualization or challenges in integration. From the perspective
of the networking stack we must virtualize kernel services;
from the perspective of the application we must virtualize
the system call interface to network protocols. We must also
integrate this virtualized system into a native running environment. This involves managing shared resources such as a
port space and a file descriptor table.
Achieving both service virtualization and seamless integration was the main technical challenge we overcame when
building Alpine. The following are three fundamental requirements for virtualizing kernel services and integrating
them into a running environment:

 Virtualization of hardware and kernel routines
 Synchronization with kernel services
 Transparent integration with applications
These three requirements are not unique to Alpine. They
can, and should, be used as guidelines for virtualizing other
kernel services. Organized according to these three requirements, our discussion of Alpine follows.

4.1

Virtualization of Hardware and Kernel Services

In Alpine an unmodified kernel networking stack runs inside a user-level library where it is not possible to supply
all kernel facilities, such as direct access to hardware or fine
grain timers. These facilities must be virtualized using only
user-level services because the kernel cannot be modified to
extend these services to user-level. In this section, we discuss the specific virtualization challenges that we met, including sending and receiving full-formed IP packets from
user-level, simulating the boot process for the networking
stack, and managing protocol timers.
Sending/receiving through the faux-ethernet interface
For security reasons, applications and user-level libraries
cannot directly access a hardware interface but instead must
go through the kernel. We use two different techniques for
sending and receiving packets that are similar to accessing
the interface directly but do not violate the security imposed
by the kernel.
Sending. Sending a packet is straightforward. We chose
to use a per-application raw socket that sends preformed IP
packets to the operating system for transmission. A raw
socket bypasses the transport and IP layer of processing and

is sent directly to the hardware interface. The packets sent
to a raw socket are identical to those sent to the interface,
and there is no impact on the IP layer because it generates
identical packets whether it is part of the kernel or part of
Alpine.
Receiving. Receiving packets is more complicated. We
use the libpcap packet capture library [2] to receive packets. This library enables a user application to receive copies
of all packets that are received by a given interface. Other
user-level protocol implementations have used this same approach to receive packets [24]. Although Alpine has access
to all incoming and outgoing packets, it installs a Berkeley
Packet Filter that discards packets destined for other applications. This limits the kernel resources needed to buffer
packets that have been received.
Faux-Ethernet. We have encapsulated our methods of
sending and receiving packets into a faux-ethernet device
which presents itself to IP as any other interface. Although
this interface has been named faux-ethernet, it is not specific
to ethernets and can easily be adapted to other interfaces
such as modems. 2 This faux-ethernet device is attached to
the user-level stack during initialization. Because it is the
only interface present in the user-level stack, all IP packets
are sent through it.
Simulating interrupts
Packets can be sent synchronously, that is, when a user calls
send, the packet can actually be placed on the wire before
returning. But packets arrive asynchronously and cannot be
processed in this fashion. The kernel receives an interrupt
whenever a packet arrives, but this interrupt is not passed up
to the application level. We could have modified the kernel to forward this interrupt to Alpine using signals, but this
would have violated a design constraint. In order for Alpine
to receive packets, it continually poll libpcap to check if a
packet has arrived. This is done approximately once every
millisecond by using SIGALRM to call an interrupt handler
1000 times per second. This could be done more often if
we changed the granularity of the kernel’s software timer,
but polling for packets once every millisecond has been sufficient. Because we are polling for packets instead of receiving interrupts, there may be up to a 1ms delay between
when a packet is received by the interface and when Alpine
processes the packet.
Pseudo-kernel environment
Not surprisingly, the TCP/IP stack is not a completely separable part of the kernel. It relies on many features that are
only available in the kernel, such as scheduling and certain
2 It

may be necessary to alter certain parameters, such as MTU, to match
that of the actual machine interface.

memory allocation routines. The stack also relies on being
properly initialized during system startup.
The FreeBSD kernel was modular enough to extract the
networking stack without having to bring along a lot of additional code, but some kernel code not pertaining directly
to the networking stack was imported for convenience. This
includes code to manipulate certain system data structures,
synchronization code, and code used for timeouts. The networking stack also relied on certain functions that could not
be directly imported from the kernel.
Support Functions. As Figure 2 shows, we implemented
a small set of support functions that emulate their counterparts in the kernel. These functions include several operations dealing with memory allocation.
Software Interrupts. The kernel’s processing of incoming
packets is asynchronous and driven by software interrupts.
The interface driver and the protocol layer both use software
interrupts to schedule packet processing routines. Like hardware interrupts, a priority level is assigned to each interrupt,
and an interrupt service routine can only be interrupted by
a higher priority interrupt. The kernel provides functions,
such as splnet and splhigh, to raise the interrupt level
and splx to restore a previous level. The networking stack
often raises the interrupt level when executing critical regions of code to prevent shared data structures from being
corrupted. Alpine includes implementations of these software interrupt functions. They are used primarily to prevent
Alpine’s SIGALRM handler from executing when the application is in a critical region of code. Beyond providing this
support code, the second major issue was ensuring that all of
the copies of system data structures are properly initialized.
Initialization. Alpine’s initialization routine must be
called before the user makes any calls into the library. Alpine
supplies an init function that executes before any other library function is called. It initializes its own internal data
structures as well as calling a modified version of the kernel’s main function. The kernel’s main function calls the
various network initialization routines, such as ip init
and tcp init. Finally, a set of dynamic ports is allocated
to be used for sockets that are not explicitly bound to ports.
Timer management
An operating system performs many tasks. These include
synchronous tasks such as flushing the file cache to disk
or scheduling processes, and asynchronous tasks, such as
handling user input or processing incoming packets. The
networking stack uses timeout to handle synchronous
events and tsleep/wakeup for asynchronous events. For
Alpine’s stack to function properly, we must correctly implement each of these functions and do so without affecting
the semantics of the application.
Timeout. The kernel allows protocols such as IP and TCP
to export two functions, slowtimo and fasttimo, which

are called periodically. Fasttimo is called five times per
second, while slowtimo is called only twice per second.
TCP uses these functions to retransmit missing packets after
a given interval and for delayed acknowledgements. Calling
these functions five and two times per second is not difficult because Alpine is already using SIGALRM to poll for
packets every millisecond. The slowtimo and fasttimo
functions are instances of a more general problem. The kernel has a function, timeout, that allows an arbitrary function to be called after a specified number of clock ticks. This
timeout function is used in multiple places in the TCP/IP
stack, and we were able to import the kernel’s timeout
implementation with few modifications.
Tsleep and Wakeup. The function tsleep allows the
caller to wait on a specific event until a timeout expires. This
permits functions such as recv to wait until a packet arrives. The caller is restarted when the timeout expires or
when wakeup is called on the appropriate event. For example, a socket can sleep on its incoming queue, and when a
packet is appended to this queue, wakeup is called to restart
the caller.
Tsleep and wakeup are not exposed to a user-level application but can only be used inside the kernel. Therefore,
it was necessary to implement our own versions of tsleep
and wakeup that preserve their original semantics. The kernel can suspend the caller process until the timeout expires or
wakeup is called, but because the application and the userlevel networking library run in the same process, doing so
in Alpine would result in the process sleeping forever. This
makes implementing tsleep and wakeup more difficult
because Alpine must continue to run even if the application
is blocked. In our simple implementation, tsleep busy
waits on a global flag, which is set by wakeup. To reduce
CPU utilization, tsleep sleeps for a few microseconds between checks of this global flag.
For an unmodified networking stack to run within Alpine,
it was necessary to virtualize several kernel services using
only user-level services. These virtualized services borrow
heavily from the kernel implementations and are often more
simple than the kernel version because the service is only
used by a single process. Because the kernel and Alpine
share certain state, including a port space and file descriptors, it is necessary to synchronize state with these kernel
services. This is discussed in the next section.

4.2

Synchronization with Kernel Services

Alpine provides a service that is also provided by the kernel, and state shared with the kernel, such as ports and file
descriptors, must be synchronized between the two stacks.
The kernel assumes that it is the exclusive manager of this
state, and due to our design constraints, Alpine is responsible for keeping this state consistent without violating the
kernel’s assumption. To minimize administrative burden,
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Figure 3: The role of Alpine’s central port server is shown. The
central server is responsible for allocating ports to each Alpine process. It uses a dummy socket to prevent the kernel from binding
another socket to the port, and it uses a firewall to prevent the kernel’s stack from reacting to packets sent to the bound port.
Alpine and the kernel’s stack share an IP address. Thus,
they share a port space that must be kept consistent. We
found that having a central user-level process allocate ports
to Alpine applications to be the best way to isolate faults and
keep the two sets of ports synchronized. As section 3 mentions, Alpine interfaces with applications at the socket layer
where Unix applications refer to sockets using file descriptors. Several system calls, including open and close, were
overridden to synchronize Alpine’s set of file descriptors (allocated to Alpine’s sockets) with the kernel’s file descriptors
(allocated to files and pipes). Details of the methods we used
to keep both the set of ports and file descriptors consistent
follow.
Using a central server to mangage port allocation
Many conflicts between the kernel and Alpine can be
avoided by allocating a separate IP address to Alpine. However, sometimes obtaining additional IP addresses is not feasible or desirable. In this case, the kernel and Alpine must
share a single IP address and the port space that accompanies it. The user-level stack should not interfere with the
port allocations of the kernel by re-allocating ports that the
kernel has already allocated, and the kernel should not allocate ports that the user-library is using.
To solve both of these problems, each Alpine application
allocates ports from a central user-level process. The central
server’s role in Alpine is shown in Figure 3 with its three
specific duties listed below:

 A dummy socket is bound to each port that an Alpine
application requests to prevent the kernel from allocating this port to another process.
 A firewall is installed that filters out packets destined

for this port to prevent the kernel’s stack from receiving
and reacting to packets destined for an Alpine application. 3

 After each Alpine process exits, the firewall is updated
and the dummy socket closed for each port that the application was using, allowing other applications to bind
to the port.
The primary reason for using a central server is to keep
the firewall consistent with the set of ports that Alpine applications are using. Each Alpine application could update the
firewall on its own, but this leads to two problems: 1) race
conditions exist if multiple applications try to update the firewall concurrently and 2) if the process does not exit cleanly,
the firewall may not be uninstalled properly, preventing other
applications from using the blocked ports. Centralizing port
allocation for Alpine processes is a reasonable way to ensure
that the firewall remains consistent. Our approach is similar
to that proposed in [29], which uses a “dedicated registry
server” to handle connection setup and teardown.
Allocating Alpine file descriptors
For security reasons, applications in Unix cannot directly access a file on disk. Rather, they refer to open files using a file
descriptor, which is merely an index into a per-process table
of all open files. When a file is opened, a new file descriptor is created, and this file descriptor is passed to subsequent
read and write calls to distinguish which file is being accessed. Because the socket API also uses file descriptors
to distinguish between open sockets, we had to override all
system calls that allocate or deallocate file descriptors.
Open and Close. A new file descriptor is created whenever open is called to open a file or pipe, or when socket
is called to create a new socket. Because Alpine must know
which file descriptors to allocate to its user-level sockets, it
keeps track of the file descriptors being used by the kernel
by overriding all system calls that create or delete file descriptors. This not only includes open and socket, which
create a file descriptor, but also close, which deletes a file
descriptor, and dup, which creates a copy of a file descriptor. As with the port space, the kernel and Alpine must share
a set of file descriptors. Alpine cannot indiscriminately allocate file descriptors to the sockets that it creates because the
kernel could allocate the same descriptor to a file in a future
call to open. We solve this problem by opening a dummy
file whenever a new user-level socket is created.
Whenever socket is called, Alpine assigns the same
file descriptor to this socket as the kernel would, and then
it opens the file “/dev/null,” which prevents the kernel from allocating the chosen file descriptor to another file.
3 Because the firewall runs on the same machine as the user-level stack,
the packet capture library described previously is still able to receive all
incoming packets.

This file is closed when the socket is closed. This approach
allocates file descriptors identically to the kernel, preserving the original behavior of the application. A table is kept
to distinguish our file descriptors from actual kernel file descriptors, enabling Alpine to correctly multiplex overloaded
system calls such as read.
Although challenges of managing a shared port space and
a shared file descriptor table may seem different, they essentially both involve keeping a shared namespace consistent.
In fact, they are both solved using the same technique of attaching a false “name” (i.e. a dummy socket or a dummy
open file) to a kernel resource to prevent the kernel from allocating it elsewhere.

4.3

Integration with Applications

For a development environment of Alpine’s nature to be
useful, it must work without modifying existing applications. For instance, having to rewrite application source
code is unacceptable. Therefore, Alpine exports the traditional interface to network communication, the socket API.
Furthermore, requiring recompiling or relinking of an application may seem acceptable, but this is sometimes inconvenient or impossible, which is why Alpine works with existing executable binaries. Exporting the socket API from
Alpine requires manipulating the order in which the application is linked; by linking with the Alpine library before
other libraries, Alpine’s networking stack is used instead of
the kernel’s. To work with existing binaries, Alpine exploits
dynamic linking; by loading Alpine’s dynamic library before any other dynamic library, its networking stack is used
instead of the kernel’s. This technique cannot be used for
applications that are statically linked. Fortunately, most applications are dynamically linked, especially those whose
source code is unavailable.
There is an additional concern involved with preserving
application semantics. We must ensure that none of the techniques Alpine uses to virtualize kernel services affects the
semantics of the application. Two problems that could affect applications involve Alpine’s SIGALRM handler which
is used to perform periodic duties. First, we must allow the
application to install a SIGALRM handler, and yet not allow
the application to override Alpine’s SIGALRM handler. Second, we must deal with the reentrancy issues introduced by
having a signal handler that calls non-reentrant library routines.
Overriding socket system calls
Because we cannot modify the networking stack, we use a
faux-ethernet device to send and receive packets. This is the
interface that Alpine has with the operating system. A similar issue is at what level to interface with the user application.
Applications interface with the network through the socket

API, which is a set of system calls that allows an application
to connect to another computer and send and receive data.
As a design constraint we avoid application modifications,
so having Alpine export a socket API is the only choice.
Send and Recv. System calls that are only used by sockets, such as send, recv and connect, were the simplest
to implement. These system calls are replaced with our identically named functions, and as long as Alpine is loaded before libc, these socket system calls will be called instead of
the kernel’s.
Read and Write. In Unix, file descriptors are overloaded
to refer to files, pipes, and sockets. With any of these types of
“file”, the user can call a certain set of overloaded functions
including read, write, and ioctl. The operating system
multiplexes calls to these functions into the appropriate file,
pipe or socket function calls. For example, if read is called
with a socket file descriptor then the system translates this
into a call to soreceive. Therefore, we have to override
these system calls and multiplex these calls between actual
kernel files or Alpine sockets.
Select and Poll. Finally, parameters to functions such as
select and poll, which determine if there is anything
to “read” in a set of files or sockets, can include both file
descriptors referring to files and to sockets. A timeout parameter associated with select and poll determines how
long the operating system should wait for the “file” to become readable or writeable 4 . For instance, an application
may block waiting either for a pipe to become readable or
data to be received in a socket. Select will return when
either the pipe or the socket becomes readable or when the
timeout expires.
Alpine can determine locally if there is anything to read
out of the socket buffers, but it must make a select call
into the kernel to determine if there is anything to read out of
the files. The timeout value cannot be passed through to the
kernel because an incoming packet might cause a selecting
socket to become readable. Thus, when an application is
waiting on both a socket and a file, we poll (e.g., use a zero
timeout) both the kernel file descriptors and the socket file
descriptors until the timeout expires.
Transparent integration with existing binaries
Alpine can be used with unmodified application binaries
by exploiting dynamic linking, which delays the binding of function calls until the application executes. The
LD PRELOAD environment variable allows the Alpine dynamic library to be loaded before any other library, which
implies that Alpine’s networking stack will be used instead
of the kernel’s. This enables Alpine to be used with any dynamically linked application.
4 Libpcap’s file descriptor cannot be passed directly to select because
Alpine’s SIGALRM handler would not run while the process was blocked,
preventing packets from being retransmitted.
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Non-reentrant library routines
Even though Alpine does not use threads, problems still arise
with reentrancy because Alpine’s SIGALRM handler can be
called while the application is executing a non-reentrant library routine. For example, the signal handler should not call
malloc if the application is updating a global data structure
inside of free. To solve this problem, Alpine uses wrapper
functions to place a lock around non-reentrant library routines, and its signal handler does not execute if the application is executing one of these routines. The application
cannot call a non-reentrant library routine in an unsafe way
because Alpine’s signal handler always runs to completion.
To integrate with unmodified applications, Alpine is required to export the traditional socket interface to the network, and to ensure that the virtualization of kernel services
has not altered the semantics of applications. We solved
these two classes of challenges by exploiting properties of
the linker, which allows Alpine to override any system call
or library routine without modifying the application.

5 Experiences
Alpine has been fully implemented in the FreeBSD 3.3
operating system. However, very little of this code is specific to this version of FreeBSD, and most of it is portable
to any Unix environment. It was successfully implemented
without requiring modifications to the host operating system
or applications using Alpine, and the same source files are
used to build both Alpine and the kernel’s networking stack.
Alpine works with most applications, but it does not yet support applications that call fork because the fork produces
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Applications also use SIGALRM for timeouts and to perform periodic duties, but Unix only allows a single signal
handler to be installed for each signal. We must not allow the
application to replace Alpine’s signal handler, however, we
cannot prevent the application from using timers. To solve
this problem, Alpine replaces many of the signal based system calls, such as setsigaction and setitimer, with
its own implementations. Alpine records any SIGALRM
handler that the application installs, but it does not change
the actual handler for this signal. When the application
schedules a SIGALRM to be delivered, the application signal handler is called from Alpine’s signal handler after the
application-specified delay. Because Alpine’s signal handler
is called at the highest possible frequency, it will always be
able to call the application’s signal handler at the correct
time. However, if Alpine is executing a critical region of
code, then this signal is delayed until the next clock tick.
This is acceptable because the kernel can also delay delivery
of signals for the same reason.
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Figure 4: The throughput of both the kernel stack and Alpine are
shown as the speed of the link increases. The extra copies, which
are used by Alpine to maintain compatibility, limit it to a throughput of 12 Mbit/sec.
a second networking stack. Open connections can be shared
between the parent and child processes, which leads to problems in Alpine. For example, because the parent and child
have their own copies of the networking stack, each will send
acknowledgements to incoming TCP packets. In section 6,
we discuss a way to extend Alpine to handle fork.
In the remainder of this section, we first compare Alpine’s
performance with the performance of the kernel’s stack, and
then we show possible uses of Alpine. While demonstrating ease-of-use quantitatively is difficult, we believe this section will enable the reader to understand the improvements
Alpine makes over kernel development. The examples presented in this section are all related to TCP, but Alpine is
certainly not limited to being used with TCP. It can be used
to modify or test any transport level protocol.

5.1

Performance

Because Alpine is a user-level development infrastructure
and is not intended as a replacement for the kernel’s stack,
its success does not depend on outperforming the kernel.
However, Alpine must have reasonable performance in order to be a useful tool. Although certainly slower than the
kernel’s stack, Alpine can satisfy almost every application’s
bandwidth and latency requirements. Alpine cannot compete
with the kernel’s stack on the highest bandwidth links, although for link speeds up to 10 Mb/sec the two achieve similar performance. Latency in the local area is only slightly
worse for the user-level stack.
Figure 4 shows how the kernel and Alpine performed as
the link speed was varied. The test machine sent data as
fast as possible to a second machine. Each machine was
configured to use a third machine as a gateway, which used
Dummynet to limit the bandwidth of the link [26]. All experiments were run on 200MHz Pentium-Pro PCs running
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Figure 5: The application latency of the kernel stack and Alpine is
shown. Due to additional overhead, the user-level stack is consistently 2.5 ms slower than the kernel network stack.

Figure 6: With Alpine very little time is needed to run an application with two different networking stacks, but it requires over four
minutes to switch the kernel’s networking stack.

5.2
FreeBSD 3.3. The two stacks are comparable up to link
speeds of 10 Mbits/sec, where they start to diverge. While
the kernel can achieve up to 40 Mbits/sec, the user-level
stack can obtain at most 12 Mbits/sec. Less modest machines could achieve even higher performance.
The extra data copies Alpine needs to integrate seamlessly with applications and the unmodified kernel stack are
responsible for this slowdown. In Alpine approximately
five copies are necessary between when the application calls
send and the packet is actually placed on the wire. Comparing this to the two or three copies the kernel needs, it is
not surprising that Alpine cannot compete at higher bandwidths5 .
Figure 5 depicts how these extra copies and other overhead affect latency. In this experiment, one byte of data was
sent to a remote computer, which immediately echoed the
data. The link latency was varied from having no artificial
link latency at .25 ms to having a 64 ms link latency. (In the
local-area, .25 ms latencies are common, while in the widearea, latencies of 30-60 ms are typical.) Alpine’s latency was
consistently 2.5 ms larger than the kernel latency, which is
negligible for wide-area applications and is acceptable for
most local-area applications.
We hope to improve the throughput and latency of Alpine,
but the current design will always be slower than the kernel’s
stack. This is only a minor drawback because once protocol modifications have been tested in Alpine, they are easily
moved back into the kernel where they can achieve higher
performance.
5 The

additional copies required by Alpine occur at the interface to the
application and the interface to the raw socket. The user buffer is copied into
the kernel mbuf data structure which is shared by each layer of the protocol
stack. Finally, the faux-ethernet driver copies the fully-formed packet out
of the mbuf into a buffer, which is passed to the raw socket send.

Alpine Improves Protocol Development

By moving protocols into a user-level library, Alpine improves many aspects of protocol development. In this section, we try to give the reader an appreciation of these improvements.
Alpine shortens the revise/test cycle
With Alpine almost no time is needed between testing an application with two different networking stacks, and Figure 6
demonstrates this. The graph in Figure 6 is a time sequence
plot where each mark represents a packet being received at
the client. A 60 KB file is first downloaded using Alpine running a normal TCP stack, the same file is then downloaded
using Alpine running TCP Daytona 6 [28], and after a system
reboot, the file is downloaded using the kernel stack running
TCP Daytona. For all downloads, the same unmodified application was used.
The transition between the two Alpine stacks takes less
than a second because only an environment variable must be
changed to switch between the two stacks. However, switching to a different version of the kernel stack requires more
than four minutes because the machine must be rebooted.
While this example may seem extreme, it does demonstrate
that time and effort are saved by eliminating the system reboot from the protocol development process.
Alpine improves protocol debugging
When an application uses Alpine, the networking stack runs
in user-level. Thus, it can be examined and changed just as
6 TCP Daytona is a set of modifications to TCP that allow the receiver
to artificially override congestion control. This allows a client to gain an
unfair share of network bandwidth without explicit help from the server.
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any other part of the application source code. Any sourcelevel debugger 7 can be used to set break points in the networking stack, step through untested modifications, or modify protocol state by changing protocol variables.
Figure 7 shows a screen shot of Alpine running in a graphical debugger. The large window in the foreground shows a
telnet application stopped at the tcp output function with
the fields of the protocol control block (PCB) associated with
this connection shown in the upper-half of the window. With
Alpine, protocol state is easily displayed and modified. Tcpdump[2] runs at the bottom of the screen, showing packets
that have already been transferred in the connection. The
mail program and web browser running in the background
are unaffected by the networking stack halted in the debugger because they are using the kernel’s networking stack.
We have found that the power of user-level debuggers
makes debugging protocol modifications much easier. Minor
bugs that sometimes take hours to find in the kernel usually
are found in only a few minutes when using Alpine.
Alpine enables protocol instrumentation
To demonstrate that Alpine can be used in ways the kernel’s
stack cannot, we instrumented the Alpine networking stack
to continuously display the fields of a TCP protocol control
block (PCB). A TCP protocol control block (PCB) contains
all of the relevant information pertaining to a single connection such as the initial sequence numbers and the size of the
congestion window. Figure 8 shows this utility monitoring
the wget utility while a file is being downloaded. When
the PCB for this connection changes, the new PCB is automatically displayed in the window on the right. Achieving
this task with the kernel’s stack is more complicated because
without modifying an application, it is difficult to instrument
the kernel on an application-by-application basis. However,
with Alpine this utility required only about an hour of programming, and it works with unmodified application binaries.
Alpine simplifies protocol modification
To test Alpine’s usefulness when making protocol modifications, we made modifications of varying sizes to TCP. We
had many choices for how to modify TCP. For example,
we could have changed TCP to get better performance over
wireless or satellite links. Instead, we chose to design and
implement solutions to prevent the receiver-based TCP attacks, collectively named TCP Daytona, that Savage et. al.
7 To seamlessly integrate with applications, we must prevent the SIGALRMs from being delivered while the application is stopped (e.g. at a breakpoint). This is easily done by using a debugger initialization file to install
hooks that stop these signals when the application stops and resumes them
when the application resumes. Alpine provides this initialization file for
gdb, a popular debugger that is used as a back-end for most Unix-based
debuggers.

Figure 8: Alpine was used to extend the networking stack to display a connection’s TCP PCB as it changes. The window on the
right displays the values of fields in the PCB while the application on the left, which is using Alpine, downloads a file. Doing
this in the kernel is much more difficult because it does not allow
application-specific instrumentation. With the kernel’s stack, the
PCB must be displayed for all applications or none at all.
recently discovered [28]. TCP Daytona artificially forces
congestion control to be overriden by manipulating receiver
behavior, which allows the connection to gain an unfair share
of network bandwidth. It is not the goal of this work to describe these attacks or discuss how we solved them. Instead,
we provide insight into the benefits of using Alpine to implement and test our solutions.
Solutions to two of the attacks required modifications only
to be made on the sender (e.g. server) and required approximately twenty lines of code to be added to the networking
stack. We found Alpine to be a useful tool during the entire development process. Packet processing code is often
written with attention paid to speed (i.e. avoiding procedure
calls) instead of code modularity 8, which makes understanding the flow of control difficult. Using Alpine to step through
the networking stack, we quickly found the proper place to
implement these two solutions. Once our solutions were implemented, we were able to trace through the code to verify
that the modifications behaved as expected, and we quickly
discovered a bug, which was easily fixed. Once our solutions
were sufficiently tested, they were moved into the kernel’s
stack without having to make any additional changes.
The solution to the third TCP Daytona attack required
modifications to both the sender and the receiver (e.g. server
8 For example, the two functions used to send and receive TCP packets,
tcp input and tcp output, are over 1500 and 700 lines respectively.
Understanding the flow of control in such functions is difficult without using
a source-level debugger to step through the code.

Figure 7: Alpine enables network protocols to be debugged using any source-level debugger. The application being debugged has stopped
at a breakpoint in the tcp output function, and the connection’s TCP protocol control block (PCB) is being examined. Programs running
in the background including a mail client and a web browser continue to use the kernel’s networking stack.

and client), and required incorporating almost 100 lines of
code into the networking stack. These changes were much
more complex and required changing TCP’s packet processing code in several places. Beyond the benefits listed previously, making these modifications exposed two other significant benefits of Alpine. First, Alpine allowed us to implement our solution in small increments. The high penalty of
making a kernel modification leads many protocol developers to implement and test large pieces of code at once. This
increases the number of bugs and probably is more costly
in the long run. Our modifications were incrementally implemented and tested because of the absence of the kernel’s
high modification penalty. Second, Alpine enabled us to run
both the sender and receiver concurrently on the same machine. We found this convenience to be very useful because

we were able to trace through both stacks concurrently verifying that our modifications behaved as expected. Once this
solution was completely tested, it was also moved into the
kernel without any additional changes.

6 Future Work
Currently, Alpine’s largest drawback is that root privileges
are needed to use the infrastructure. (Opening a raw socket,
capturing packets using libpcap, and installing a firewall all
require root access.) A possible solution to this limitation is
to move more functionality, specifically sending and receiving packets, into the central server, which is already used to
manipulate the firewall. Once the central server is installed
with root access, applications could use Alpine without any

special privileges. The central server could also verify the
source address of all packets being transmitted to prevent
users from abusing the privilege of sending raw packets.
We also have not addressed the issue of what happens
when an application forks. Because a forked process inherits its parent’s open sockets, handling this issue is tricky. We
plan to solve this problem by converting the socket system
calls into RPCs that communicate with another process that
contains only the Alpine networking stack. In this scenario,
a separate user-level networking stack is not created when
an application forks, and multiple applications can share a
single Alpine stack.
Besides continuing the ongoing maintenance of Alpine,
we also hope to port this development infrastructure to Linux
and other Unix environments to facilitate protocol development on other platforms. Also, since the FreeBSD version of
Alpine relies on almost no platform specific code, it should
be easily ported to Linux, allowing an unmodified FreeBSD
stack to run on top of the Linux operating system.

7 Conclusion
We have presented an argument for the necessity of a userlevel infrastructure for developing network protocols. Developing outside the kernel has many advantages, including
easy source-level debugging and quick turnaround between
revisions. We discussed our design and implementation of
Alpine, which is a publically available tool that enables an
unmodified FreeBSD kernel stack to execute in a user-level
library. We also presented guidelines for virtualizing other
kernel services in a user-level environment. Finally, we
showed that Alpine offers many improvements over traditional kernel protocol development. For more information
about Alpine or to download the latest version of Alpine,
please visit http://alpine.cs.washington.edu/.
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